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iridocorneal endothelial syndrome.
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Abstract
One eye with ICE syndrome underwent DSAEK for corneal decompensation after cataract
surgery and was followed up for 24 months. DSAEK was successfully performed in this case.
No graft dislocation occurred. At first post-operative visit patient showed visual improvement
to 20/160 with pinhole. IOP: 10, corneal clarity has significantly improved. At 6 months, VAPH
was 20/200 and corneal clarity allowed to treat significant posterior capsular opacity then VAPH
improved to 20/40. At last follow up, with correction of the compound hyperopic astigmatism the
patient reached VA 20/60, normal IOP, and stable iris appearance. In conclusion, Simple DSEK
might be a safe option for ICE patients with pseudophakic corneal decompensating.
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Introduction
Iridocorneal Endothelial (ICE) syndrome is a rare disorder that
is characterized by structural and proliferative abnormalities of
the corneal endothelium, iris anomalies, and obstruction of the
iridocorneal angle [1]. These changes cause many consequent
pathologies as decompensated cornea and glaucoma [2]. Ice
syndrome includes many different conditions: Cogan-Reese
syndrome, progressive essential iris atrophy, and Chandler
syndrome [3]. ICE syndrome IS mostly diagnosed in adults,
females are more commonly encountered than males [4].
The management ICE syndrome has been debatable for a
long time. Results of Penetrating Keratoplasty (PK) had high
rates of endothelial failure [5]. Descemet stripping automated
endothelial keratoplasty has had great results in managing
endothelial dysfunction over the past decade. Large case series
mainly involving patients with Fuchs Endothelial Dystrophy
(FED) have proven that DSEK and DSAEK are less-invasive
than PK with better l visual results and faster recovery with
better endothelial survival [6-8].

corneal clarity has significantly improved. At 6 months, VAPH
was 20/200 and corneal clarity allowed to treat significant
posterior capsular opacity then VAPH improved to 20/40. It
also allowed diagnosis of ICE syndrome with the characteristic
iris hypoplasia, corectopia and peripeheral anterior synechia.
At last follow up, with correction of the compound hyperopic
astigmatism the patient reached VA 20/60, normal IOP, and
stable iris appearance.

Figure 1. Eye with ICE syndrome.

Case Report
A 65 year-old woman medically free presented with one eye
with ICE syndrome (Figure 1). She underwent DSAEK for
corneal decompensation after cataract surgery and was followed
up for 24 months. The pupil was constricted preoperatively. The
anterior chamber maintainer was used intraoperatively. DSAEK
lenticule was prepared and then injected utilizing Busin Glide.
Air bubble was introduced into anterior chamber to keep the
lenticule attached. Best corrected visual acuity, Intraocular
pressure, corneal clarity and astigmatism were recorded
preoperatively and at 6, 12, and 24 months postoperatively.
DSAEK was successfully performed in this case. No graft
dislocation occurred. Preoperative VA was HM, IOP was 20
mmHg, and cornea was too edematous preventing assessment
of other AS structures. B-scan Ultrasonography showed normal
posterior segment. At first post-operative visit patient showed
visual improvement to 20/160 with pinhole (Figure 2). IOP: 10,
4

Figure 2. B-scan ultrasonography.

Discussion
DSAEK was successfully performed in this case. No graft
dislocation occurred. Preoperative VA was HM, IOP was 20
mmHg, cornea was too edematous preventing assessment of
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other AS structures. B-scan Ultrasonography showed normal
posterior segment. At first post-operative visit patient showed
visual improvement to 20/160 with pinhole. IOP: 10, corneal
clarity has significantly improved. At 6 months, VAPH was
20/200 and corneal clarity allowed to treat significant posterior
capsular opacity then VAPH improved to 20/40. Endothelial graft
survival in ICE syndrome is still not fully known, however, the
earlier outcomes are better. Studies of follow up after 24 months
are not available [9-12]. Despite all the challenges associated
with eyes having ICE syndrome, the short-term results were
favorable. There were no primary graft failures and no graft
detachments or dislocations. One of the case series showed that
The long-term results were disappointing. The most limiting
factor for graft survival was perioperative endothelial cell loss,
with a mean 3-month cell loss of 55% and 6-month cell loss of
78% [13]. Despite a relatively good prognosis and outcomes
associated with ICE syndrome, glaucoma control is crucial for
long-term success [14]. If there is a high probability the graft
need to be replaced in patients with the tube in the anterior
chamber. An important advantage of DSAEK compared with
PK in such cases is that, should a regraft become necessary,
an original DSAEK graft can just be stripped out by pulling
on one edge and a new donor button can be placed without
damage to the overlying host corneal structure or the need for
corneal sutures, the PK is on the other hand more traumatic to
the cornea. DSAEK could be used after using PK to restore the
clarity [15].

Conclusion
DSAEK obviously has many different pros of better maintenance
of the structure of the cornea and better visual outcome compared
with PK, all of these advantages are there among ICE syndrome
eyes. Regrafting after DSAEK is easier than after PK. Earlier
Rejection may also be less common with DSAEK, it is essential
to keep in mind for patients going for endothelial keratoplasty,
the long-term outcomes, and long follow up and risk of repeated
operations. But generally, Simple DSAEK might be a safe option
for ICE patients with psudophakic corneal decompensation.
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